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ABSTRACT

The heuristic decision rules used for project scheduling willvary
depending upon the project's size, complexity,duration, personnel,
and owner requirements. In the current article, the most common
heuristics that have been shown to achieve optimal or near-optimal
solutions for single constrained resource projects are presented.
Also, new developed heuristics and measures for project's
complexity and scheduling performance are presented. The new
measures show better sensitivity for both project complexity and
scheduling performance. The developed heuristics have been
studied with the project's complexity for a set of fiftyprojects. The
developed heuristics show better results for scheduling process
than common rules. The heuristics that will perform the best for
each project complexity are introduced. General remarks, and
conclusions are highlighted.

Keywords: Projects scheduling - Resource allocation - Constrained
resources

INTRODUCTION, LITERATURE REVIEW,
AND WORK SCOPE

Unfortunately, no simple heuristiccriterion has been found to perform well
for a wide variety of project network
characteristics, and resource levels. This is
because the success of a certain specified
heuristic depends mainly on the project
characteristics. Hence, there is still no such
procedure, which is considered to be
computationally-feasible for the large and
complexprojects which occur in practice.
Andsince most success to date has been
found in the application of heuristic
techniques, research on heuristic solution
procedures has been still popular. Three
quantitative measures related to the project
duration have been developed by Badiru [1]
as measuring performance criteria to
compare the project scheduling heuristics.
The comparative experiment indicates that
heuristics perform almost equally well for
small projects while their performance
varies considerably for large projects. A
multi-objectivemanagement perspective has
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been used to arrive at schedules for the best
utilization of scarce resources for multiple
project-multiple resource constrained
scheduling by Mohantly and Sidiq [2].The
analysis is accomplished by means of
integer-programming and simulation.
Multiple performance measures are used to
establish the validity of each technique.
Deckro et al. [3] developed the use of a
decomposition algorithm in solving a
resource limited, multi-project scheduling
problem. The decomposition approach offers
two distinct advantages over a direct
optimization approach; the ability to
realistically solve large scale problems and
the option of using the decomposition
approach as a heuristic. Nguyen and Stone
[4] presented a multi-period mini-max
resource allocation model in which the
resources are storable and substitutable.
This model· uses primal-dual algorithm
which was efficiently implemented using
maximum flow algorithm and is capable of
handling large scale projects. Lee et al. [5]

focuses on the presentation of an integer
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programming model and a sub
optimization procedure for solving resource
constrained scheduling problem. It provides
an efficient integer programming
formulation of hybrid resource. Ouali et al.
[6] deals with a resource assignment
modeling approach into a multi-project
management context. The approach divides
the resource assignment complexity into
three levels, the structural one, the
quantitative one, and qualitative one. Each
level deals with one main constraint and
uses appropriate modeling tools. A new
approach for resource scheduling using
genetic algorithms (GA) is presented by
Chan et al. [7]. The methodology does not
depend on any set of heuristic rules.
Instead, its strength lies in the selection
and recombination of (GA) to learn the
domain of the specific project. The model is
able to evolve improved schedules.
Lorterapong et al. [8]presents a scheduling
method based on a Fuzzy theory. The
proposed method incorporates a number of
new techniques that facilitate the
interpretation of Fuzzy results generated,
the representation of imprecise activity
durations, and the calculation of scheduling
parameters. Samules et al. [9] advised a
construction management program that
schedules manpower and controls costs of
construction representatives. This program
includes three phases; the planning phase
forecasts future construction representative
needs for the agency wide effort, the staffing
phase schedules and assigns personnel to
specific projects, and the monitoring phase
furnishes performance and cost reports that
compare actual results with the staffing
estimates. Pocock et al. [10] developed a
method for measuring a project degree of
interaction (001) and verifies the
relationship between (001) and performance
indicators such as cost growth, schedule
growth, and number of modifications. The
results indicate that the projects with low
DOl have a wide range of cost, schedule
growth, and number of modifications, while
projects with high DOl tend to have better
and more consistent performance indicators.
Russel et al. [11] describes a process where

by owner, engineer, and construction
contractor organization can use continuos
or time dependent variable to predict project
cost and schedules outcomes from start of
detailed design through construction
completion. A new approach to schedule
projects of single constrained resource
consideration is suggested by Shouman
[12]. In this approach, the excess resources
under the available limit are utilized in the
compression of some project activities such
that the resource bound is not exceeded.
The reported results show that an increase
of the utilization of the available resources
has been achieved and the output schedules
are the best for all the considered heuristics.
Abourizk et al. [13] advised a combined
simulation model to achieve more accurate
and flexible modeling of random process
affecting construction progress. In this
model, the project schedule prepared by
CPM is transferred into a process
interaction-discrete event simulation model
then combined with a continuos change
weather process in the same model. A
branch and bound procedure is proposed by
Erik et al. [14] for scheduling project
activities subjected to precedence
diagramming type of precedence relations,
ready times, due dates, and variable
multiple resource availability constraints,
where the objective is to minimize project
duration. The procedure is based on a
depth-first solution strategy in which nodes
in the solution tree represent resource and
precedence feasible partial schedules. A new
model that adequately integrates the means
of LOB and CPM in a mixed integer
programming for resource allocation in
repetitive projects has been introduced by
Korish et al. [15].The virtue of the suggested
model lies in its ability to maintain work
continuity in the repetitive activities. A new
scheduling system based on statistical
simulation is discussed by Senior et al. [16].
The system called project integrated cyclic
analysis of serial system operations.
(PICASSO), blends and enhances two
existing techniques, namely, CPM and the
cyclic operations network (CYCLONE)
simulation. The model allows an explicit
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modeling of resource interaction and the
formulation of complex resource sharing
patterns, with its schedules automatically
leveled to the availability of any number
of resources. It has been concluded from
the presented solution procedures that no
suggested heuristics, for scheduling the
constrained single resource problem,
directly correlate the project complexity
(characteristics,number of critical activities,
single criticalpath or multiple critical paths,
and the ratio between resource
requirements and resource availability) with
the developedheuristic rules of scheduling.
The main objectiveof the present work, is to
introduce new heuristics as scheduling
criteria. These heuristics depend mainly on
the project characteristics and will be
studied with the project complexity classes
to clarify their effectiveness on project
completion.

Table 1 Summary of measures of network complexity.

NEW MEASURES FOR COMPLEXITY AND
PERFORMANCE

The measurement of the "complexity"of
projects by quantitative and qualitative
factors are needed in order to estimate the
computing requirements and/ or to validly
compare altemative heuristic procedures.
Evidently, a choice between two proposed
algorithms, or the determination of the
efficiency of a particular algorithm, would be
greatly facilitated if there exists a measure of
network complexity. Table 1 gives a bird's
eye view of the proposed measures
mentioned in References 1 and 17. The
suggested measure of Pascoe, Davies, and
Kaimann rely totally on the account of the
activities and nodes in the network. Since it
is easy to construct networks of equal
number of arcs and nodes but with varying
degrees of difficulty in analysis, we fail to
see how these measures can discriminate
among them.

Coefficient of network complexity
CNCIP)

= A/N Pascoe[181

CNC(D) E 2(A-N+ll/(N-I)(N-2)

Davies1191

CNC(Kl - A2/ N

Kaimann1201

Total activity density -T-density L
max. {O,number of predecessors - nwnber of successors}

Johnsonf21]
N Average activity densityIT-densitvl/N

Patterson[221

Pm" = q" I PLmn

m=I.2, ...• M,n=I.2 •..• N Padiru[I]
N rPm = LPIJ

m=I.2 •.... ,M
Padiru[I]

,,=1

Snm = «PLmn - qn) I q,J * 100
m=I,2 •... ,Mn=I,2, .. ,NPadiru[IJ

CNC(B) = (P/CP) { I - (I/A) L:=/i
+ L~=l(LA l;ri.! /RA J )}

Padiru(11

Where:
CNC
A

N
tJ

R

CP

coefficient of network complexity.
number of activities in the network.
number of nodes.

expected duration of activity i.
number of resource types.
units of resource j for activity i.
maximwn number of resource
available.

project duration with no resource
constraint.

P

Pmo

maximwn number of immediate

predecessors in the network.
the efficiency ratio for rule (m) under test
problem (11).

minm (PLmo)minimum project duration
observed for test problem (11).

project duration for test problem (11).

number of scheduling rules considered.
number of test problems.
sums ofl'mo.
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CNC(PR)=[W/(I-Ac/A)]((P/CP) {I-(I/A) *

I~lti + I5=1 (LA t/iJ /RAJ)}] (1)

Where
W :number of critical paths.
Ac:number of critical activities.

The proposed measure is more sensitive
to the changes in the network data. The
increase of critical paths and critical
activities will increase the network
complexity. The degree of sensitivity of the
proposed measure has been tested and
evaluated against the other measures of
complexity for the considered fiftyprojects
under consideration of the current work and
gave accurate quantified results in
comparing with other measures of
complexity. However, for the proposed
measure, when Ac equals A then W equals
to unity and the project will be serial
structure in its activities and the proposed
measure transforms to Badiru's measure.
The main privilege of the proposed measure
is that, it considers size, shape, logic
characteristic, time characteristics, resource
demands, and availability as well as number
of critical paths and activities. The resource
availability for the problem under
consideration is less than the amounts
required during the project execution phase.
In the current study, the minimum resource
required to execute the project is the
maximum' value required by any activity in
the project network [23],while the resource
level at which the project will be executed at
a constraint phase is determined according
to a certain procedure. This procedure
depends mainly on the Average Resource
Utilization and Scheduling Efficiency
(ARUSE)which is proposed as performance
measure in the current study.

ARSUE = (RU+ SE)/2 (2)
where RU is the resource utilization and SE
is the resource-constrained scheduling
efficiency, Both RU and SE are calculated
as:

The total activity density and average
activity density as coefficients of network
complexity consider only the maximum
difference between the predecessor and
successor' activities al10ver the network
nodes ignoring all the other network
characteristics (shape, size, duration,
resource, ..etc.). The quantitative measure
presented by Padiru [1] is more sensitive
than the other measures. In this measure,
the maximum number of immediate
predecessors (P) is a multiplicative factor
that increases the complexity and potential
for bottlenecks in a project network. The
term (1-1/ A) is a fractional measure
(between 0 and 1) that indicates the time
intensity or work content of the project. As A

increases, the quantity (1-1/ A) increases,
and a larger fraction of the total time
requirement sum of (ti) is charged to the
network complexity. Conversely, as A
decreases, the network complexity
decreases proportionately with total time
requirement. The sum of ti rijindicates the
time-based consumption of a given resource
type j relative to the maximum availability,
The term is summed over all the different
resource types. Having CP duration in the
denominator helps to express the
complexity as a dimensionless quantity by
canceling out the time units in the
numerator. In addition it gives the network
complexity per unit of total project duration.
In the current study and in order to make
this measure more sensitive for project
complexity, two parameters having a great
influence on the degree of complexity of the
project network, are added to this measure.
These parameters are: the number of critical
activities and the number of critical paths of
the project network where the increase of
these parameters will increase the
complexity of project scheduling. The
proposed measure is defined as:
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Where:
RV : resource utilization.
tl : expected duration of activity i.
R,J: units ofresource type j of activity i.
TD: project duration.
RJ: maximum available of resource type j.
J : number of resource types.
SE: resource constrained scheduling

Efficiency.
To CPMproject duration.
Ts extended duration of the project

under resource constrained
situation.

In the procedure of constrained resource
level,the smoothing Burgess algorithm [24]
which is developed by the principal author
[12J, is used in the current work to
determine the resource availability limit
under which the scheduling process of a
project network will be in constrained
phase. Under the smoothed resource level,
the increase of resource level increases the
scheduling efficiency and decrease the
resource utilization and vise is versa. This
means that both RUand SE are two conflict
measures depending on the resource
availabilitylevel. This is why it is essential
for he/or she as a decision maker or project
manager to optimize the level of the
constrained resource. On this basic concept,
the resource availability is ranged between
the minimum resource level required to
start the project and the maximum resource
level (smoothed) required for CP and hence,
the optimum constrained resource level is
determined. This optimum constrained level
provides the maximum value of ARUSE.In
the current study some other performance
measures are used to evaluate the proposed

N J

RV=L ((LtjR,j) / (RJTD» * (100/ J)
,cl J=I

(discreteresource-time function)

RV = (l/Rmax TD)itETD RiJ(t)dt

(Continuosres urce-time function)

SE= 1- (Ts- To)/To

(3)

(4)

(5)

heuristics in addition to the proposed
measure. These measures are project delay
(PRD), project duration (PD), iteration
number (IN), weighted total delay (WTD),
total resource usage time (TRUT), total
resource idle time (TRIT), resource
utilization (RU), resource constrained
scheduling efficiency (SE), and average
resource utilization and scheduling
efficiency (ARUSE)[2,25J.

PROPOSED HEURISTICS AND
ALGORITHM FOR SCHEDULING

Different priority rules for ranking
activities within scheduling procedures have
been proposed for single constraint
scheduling. The most common and popular
heuristic techniques which have been
developed by a number of researchers are
listed in Table 2. Allof these priority rules
are an explicit function of time and resource
required by an activity and all activities that
succeed it. Since the rules consider the
succeeding activities, it can be claimed that
these priority rules implicitly consider the
location of an activity on the network [25].
However, in the current work four new
decision rules are developed as heuristics
for scheduling single constrained resource
problem. These proposed heuristics are:

Time Over Resource (TOR)
The TOR value of an activity is

determined by the maximum sum of time
over resource ratios that an activity controls
through the network on anyone path.

(6)

Sum of Time and Resource (SOTAR)
The SOTAR value of an activity is

calculated as the maximum sum of time and
resource that an activity controls through
the network on anyone path.

SOTAR(m,n) = maxk L (TIJ+RIJ) (7)
I,JECPmnk
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Table 2 Some existing priority rules for single-constraint resource scheduling.

ACTIM (m,n) = max k L TUIJECPmnk
ACTRES (m,n) = max k

LTiJRiJ

IJECPmnkGENERS (m,n/w) = W[(ACTRES(m,n)/Z2)+(ACTRES(m.n)/Zl))
TIMERS(m,n) = O.5[(ACTIM(m,n)/Z2)+(ACTRES(m,n)/Zl))ROT(m,n) = max k

'[,RIJ ITIJ
IJECPmnk

ROT-ACTRES(m,n/w) = W[(ROT(m,n)/Z3)]+(I-W) [ACTRES(m,n)/Zl]ROT-ACTIM(m,n/w) = W[(ROT(m,n)/Z3)] + (1-W)[ACTIM(m,n)/Z2]ACROS = maxk

LRiJ

iJECPmnk
TIMROS(m.n) = W[(ACROS(m,n)/Z3]+(1-W) [ACTIM(m,n)/Z2]TIMGEN(m,n/w)=W 1[ACROS(m,n) /Z4]+W2[ACTIM(m,n) /Z2]

+W3[ACTIM(m,n)/Zl],

Wl+W2+W3=1

(T]+ L: TJ)/(R]+ L: RJ)

SEARCH 1- JENF] JENF] Vi

2-L TJ
Vi

JENF]3- (T i

+Ll~ ) - L:TJ Vi4-(TI +LTJ) Vi
JENF}

J~Pi JENF[

5- (T i

+L0 )/L0Vi 6- (ITj / 'LRj)/(R[ /~)
Vi

JENF}

JElF} jElF[JeNFl

7-R[

Vi8-~ / RI Vi

N is the set of nodes in the directed network; Ri,jis the resource required by the
activity Ti,jto be completed; tij is the time required by activity ij to be completed; CPmnk
is the set of activities of the kth directed path from node m to the last node of the
network including activity mn; w=a weighting factor, (0 S; w S; 1); 21 is max
(ACTRES(m,n)); 22 is max (ACTIM(m,n)); 23 is max (ROT(m,n)); 24 is max
(ACROS(m,n)) for all m,n E N and m < n; TI is the time required to complete activity
I; Ri is the resource required to complete activity I; IFI is the set of activities that
immediately follow activity I ; NFi is set of activities that follow activity i; Pi is set of
activities that precede activity i , i or j is activity index.
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(8)

_Wilted Critical Activities (WeA)

This criterion is estimated at a specific
weightforcritical activities (HL=2for critical
activitiesand HL=1 other wise), to ensure
that the critical activities will scheduled at
first.TheWCAvalue is calculated as the
maximumsum of time over resource ratios
that an activity controls through the
networkon anyone path multiplied by HL
as a weightedfactor.

WCA(m,n) = maxk LHL1J*TIJ IR1J
I,JECPmnk

Weighted Ratio of Resource (WROR)
TIllS criterion is evaluated at a specific

weightfor the ratio of resource requirement
over the resource available (RijfRA). The
WROR value is determined as the maximum
sum of time and resource multiplied by the
ratio of resource requirement over the
availableresource.

WROR(m, nl = m~ L (T1J+ R1J)* R1J / RA (9)
I,JECPmnk

Also eleven heuristics as a combination
betweenthe new proposed heuristics and
the common heuristics are proposed and
tested in addition to the proposed heuristic
rules. However, these proposed heuristics
arevisualizedin Table 3.

Table 3 Proposedcombinations of heuristics.

Rule DO. Equation of rule

Rule 1 w [TOR(m,n))+(l-w)[ACTIM(m,n)]

Rule 2 w (TOR(m,n))+(l-w)[ACTRES(m,n))

Rule 3 w [TOR(m,n))+(l-w)[ACROS(m,n)]

Rule 4 w [TOR(m,n)]+(l-w)[ROT(m,n)]

Rule 5 w (SOTAR(m,n))+(l-w)[ACfIM(m,n)}

Rule 6 w(SOTAR(m,n))+(l-w)[ACTRES(m,n))

Rule 7 w (SOTAR(m,n))+(l-w)[ACROS(m,n))

Rule 8 w (SOTAR(m,n))+(l-w)[ROT(m,n)]

Rule 9 w (SOTAR(m,n)J+(l-wllTOR(m,n)]

Rule 10 w (SOTAR(m,n))+(l-wllWROR(m,n))

Rule 11 w [TOR(m,n)]+(l-wllWROR(m,nl]

For solving the tackled single constrained
resource problem, the following
assumptions are considered:
1. Activities duration times, and resource

requirements are deterministic.
2. The minimum resource requirement to

start a project is the maximum amount
reqUired by any activity of the project
activity set.

3. Only one resource type is required for
each project.

4. The constraint availability of resource
level is deterministic. This level is less
than maximum peak obtained by the
smoothing process.

5. The resource requirement is unchanged
over activity duration.

6. Nopre-emptying is allowed.
7. However, the proposed procedure steps

are as follows:
Step 1: Determine the traditional project
critical path and its main characteristics
(ESIJ, LS LJ' TFLJ,RLJ)'

Step 2: The maximum peak is determined
by smoothing procedure.
Step 3:Determine the optimum constrained
resource level between the maximum
smoothed value and the minimum resource
required to start the project.
Step 4: Determine the project measures
(maximum peak at earliest start and latest
start, complexity measure developed in the
current study, number of critical activities
and paths).
Step 5: Determine the indices of all criteria
under consideration for project activities. In
this aspects, the considered criteria are
those presented in Table 2. and rule 2 and
rule 7 of SEARCH in addition to both the
proposed heuristics and combinations.
Step 6: Determine the normalized indices of
all criteria under consideration.

Step 7: Sort the project activities ill a
decreasing order according to the
normalized index value.

Step 8: The decision rules applied as tie
breakers are longest duration, maximum
resource requirement, and random.
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Step 9: Schedule the project activities using
the considered heuristics and the following
scheduling steps:
1. Set the starting schedule time TNOW=0,

resource available Ra optimum
constrained resource level, and iteration
number IN=O.

2. Determine the candidate list of activities
that could start at TNOW.

3. Select the unscheduled activity(ij)with
the highest normalized index.

4. If the available resource Ra is greater
than or equal to the required resource by
the activity (RI,J)then go to step 6.

5. Go to step 9.
6. Schedule activity (ij).
7. Calculate the starting and completion

times for that activity.
8. Determine the remainder available

resource now Rre = Ra-Rij.
9. In case of it is last candidate go to step

12.
10. Select the activity with the next highest

priority.
11. Go to step 4.
12. In case of all the project activities are

scheduled then go to step 17.
13. TNOW becomes the next mmrmum

(TC,J).

14. Available resource at TNOW equals to
the sum of the remaining resources from
the preceding iteration, and the number
of resources freed due to the activity
completion at the previous TNOW,
R :R +R .a re IJ

15. IN=IN+l.
16. Go to step 2 .
17. Calculate the measuring performance

criteria, (PD, IN, PRD, RU%, SE%,
ARUSE%,WTD,TRUT,TRIT).

18. In case of the last criterion go to step
21.

19. Select the next criterion.
20. Go to step 1.
21. Select the best criterion with the

minimum completion time and stop.

Figure 1 exhibits the above algorithm steps
which is transferred into a computer
program for the evaluation of all criteria
under consideration.

CASE STUDY
As a case study, the above procedure is

applied on 50 project networks most of them
have been used as investigated projects in
[2,,12,26,27,28]. The other projects have
been chosen randomly to increase the set of
investigated projects. Table 4 lists the main
characteristics of these projects.

Applying both the common and proposed
scheduling criteria (26) on the considered 50
projects, the performance evaluation ofthe
considered heuristics can be applied. Table
5 lists the output results obtained by the
designed and constructed program of the
proposed algorithm for project number 42.

The same output results have been obtained
for all projects under consideration.

RESULTS, DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
In order to evaluate the rules under

consideration, the projects under
investigation are classified into six class
intervals according to their range of
complexity. These class intervals are 5-15,
15-25, 25-35, 35-45, 45-55, and greater
than 55. The completion dates with the
minimum value as well as the rule that
provides this minimum are determined for
all the projects under investigation. The
summation of critical paths, completion
times/ each heuristic rule, the difference
between them for all the considered
projects, and the ranking of these heuristics
based on their performance are evaluated.
Figure 2 presents the variation of
completion times of projects per each
heuristic and their corresponding ranking
positions. Based on this analysis, rule 20
will perform the best for all the investigated
projects. Figure 3 exhibits a bar chart for
projects yielding shortest completion time
per each rule. Based on this bar chart, rules
16, 19, and 20 perform the best for the
investigated projects.
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YES

PRINT 00f- PUT

SELECT NEXT
CRITERIOtl AND

ITS
CORROSPONDINO

NORMALIZED
INDEX

SELECT AN UNSCHEDULED
ACTIVITY wrm TIlE HIGHEST

PREORITY

SET TIME (TNOW"'O),RESOURCE
AVAILABLE (RJo-MAX.

RESOURCE AV ALlABLE.
ITERATION NO.(ITR =0)

DETERMAIN TIlE CANDIDA lE
LIST OF ACTIVITlES WlDCH HA YE

TE<TN

YES

CALCULATE STARTING
AND COMPLETION TIMES

(TS,TC) FOR EACH
ACTIVITY

INPUTTO SCHEDULING PROGRAM

N,M,(ij), T ij,Rij. R"

DETERMINE OPTIMUM RESOURCE
BETWEEN SMOOmED AND MIN.

RESOURCE LEVELS

CACULATE mE SMOO'I1JED
RESOURCE LEVEL

PERFORM mE CALCULATIONS
FOR mE NETWORK
CHARACI'ERSTICES

NO.OFCRITRICALACTIVITIES, NO. OF
CRETICAL PATHS, COMPLEXITY AND

MAX,. PEAK AT ES,LS

PERFORM TRADmONAL
CRlTICALPAlH CALCULATIONS

INPUTNETWORK DATA (ij), TIME

CALCULATE THE VALUES OF ALL
CRITERIA FOR EACH ACTIVITY IN

mENETWO~

CALCULATE THE NORMALIZED
INDEX OF ALL CRITERIA FOR
EACH ACTIVITY IN THE NETWORK

SORTnm ACTIVI'IEl IN DECRCASING
ORDER ACCORDING TO TIlE

NORMALIZED INDEX VAULES

Figure 1 Computer program flow chart
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Table 4 Projectscharacteristics.

Project
NodesActivitiesProjectPathsMaxMax

MaxPeak
Available

Peak
Peak ComplexityNo.

No.No.DurationNo.atESatLSSmoothed
Resource

1

70 101895 416.92

2

83 24212189 740.46

3

83 :161241912 1112.88

4

92 :101152012 614.33

5

91 1819167 511.53

6

91 151232016 128.91

7

95 :102303220 1534.84

8

91 101161712 1114.40

9

102 411132013 1015.47

10

105 2917186 513.79

11

113 211222115 1215.07

12

115 1002272721 2036.59

13

125 16114179 812.97

14

158 ;'21192114 1111.11

15

164 :19116169 714.36

16

171 (,11182011 817.94

17

172 :11114168 619.22

18

194 ::51111811 1014.21

19

208 292263115 1436.81

20

241 352322314 12:> 1.74

21

231 912403230 2253.78

22

240 631162010 913.06

23

288 631282817 1518.69

24

323 ]24]121311 812.15

25

404 47]413717 1624.07

26

108 23]151713 817.71

27

80 ]3I111611 612.74

28

103 252141711 840.56

29

102 18210209 837.00

30

82 20210169 839.10

31

178 29I10169 814.99

32

158 34]322119 1611.05

33

257 521616430 2816.76
34

242 571605929 2817.10

35

362 120I544639 3617.12

36

188 '142323225 1958.03

37

234 501383218 1728.86

38

163 161414122 2117.53

39

375 92I736720 1926.15
40

164 272322016 1049.41
41

266 803373427 2298.46
42

306 503353325 2184.53
43

220 661262717 1215.26
44

113 152121911 1049.13
45

81 21112168 715.78
46

102 2429179 843.58
47

158 281171711 1017.71
48

184 41110177 68.13
49

137 3619108 713.86
50

221 471161710 914.14
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Table 5 Scheduling Jesults for project number 42.

Criteria
PDINPRDRU%SE%ARUSEWTDTRUTTRIT

1

5726775.3686.0080.68147902295

2

5828874.0684.0079.03168902316

3

77302755.7846.0050.89567902715

4

67321764.1166.0065.05357902505

5

5426479.5492.0085.7784902232

6

61291170.4178.0074.21231902379

7

5728775.3686.0080.68147902295

8

5928972.8082.0077.40189902337

9

5529578.1090.0084.05105902253

10

79302954.3742.0048.19609902757

11

60261071.5980.0075.79210902358

12

5830874.0684.0079.03168902316

13

5631676.7088.0082.35126902274

14

5829874.0684.0079.03168902316

15

61281170.4178.0074.21231902379

16

5828874.0684.0079.03168902316

17

5728775.3686.0080.68147902295

18

5929972.8082.0077.40189902337

19

5828874.0684.0079.03168902316

20

5428479.5492.0085.7784902232

21

5827874.0684.0079.03168902316

22

5830874.0684.0079.03168902316

23

5830874.0684.0079.03168902316

24

5528578.1090.0084.05105902253

25

5728,775.3686.0080.68147902295

26

5526578.1090.00184.05105902253

The new heuristics are investigated for
achievingthe shortest completion dates for
projectsunder consideration. It was found
that fourteen projects of all projects yield
the shortest completion dates while the
otherold heuristics yield completion dates
far fromthe shortest dates. This means that
28% of the considered projects yield

shortest completion dates by only new
heuristics. For the remainder projects, the
new heuristics yield also the shortest dates,
but these shortest completion dates have
been achieved by at least one of the old
heuristics. However, this remark is
exhibited in Table 6.
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Figure 2 Variation of completion times of project5 per
each hewistic.
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Figure 3 Histogram chart for projects yielding shortest
completion time per each rule.

Table 6 Projects yielding the minimum duration using
new heuristics.

Project
MinimumRule(sl

Number

durationnumber

1

1418

3

3923

14

5916,18,19

15

4319

16

6615,22,25
21

10222,23

23

6926

25

4913

33

5420

34

5926

37

5319,26
39

9326

40

3113

41

8525

Figure 4 presents the sum of rule
efficiency ratios ~m per each heuristic for all
the investigated projects. It is obvious that
heuristic rule 20 is the one with maximum
efficiency ratio pmn. The sum Smn of the
deviations from the rmrumum project
durations for each project for all heuristics
has been charted in Figure 5. It is noticed
that rule 20 1S the one with minimum
project duration. The considered measuring
performance criteria used in the current
study have been evaluated for both old and
new rules This evaluation is presented in
Figure 6. It is observed that the new
heuristics will provide better performance
than old rules. In order to determine which
rule will perform the best with respect to
project complexity, the average deviations
from the observed minimum project
duration and rule efficiency rations for all
the considered rules for each considered
class interval have been evaluated and
pointed out in Table 7. Figure 7 to Figure
18 exhibit this evaluation .

1 2 3 4 0;; f~ 7 '5 ') Ir) 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 16 1~ 2Q 21 22 n 24 2~ 2*~

Rutenumbl

Figure 4 The sum of rule efficiency ratio for all projects
of each heuristic.
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2.77 20,13,110.97520,13,11

4.33

20,26,24,19,16·0.959..."

16,19,26,20,24
2.97

17 0.97217

0.5

5,20,24,260.9955,20,22,23,24,26

4.51

22,23,130.95813,22,23

1.87

25,20,13,240.98225,20,13,24

Table 7

Class interval

5 - 15

15 - 25

25 - 35

35 - 45

45 - 55

> 55

Average deviation and efficiency ratios for class intervals.

Avera e deviation from minimum duration
Millfrnum Best rule

ratio

• ~ il 1 8 11 10 I1 I' 13 14 15 15 11 19 III 20 21 n 23 ,. 25 16

R\lI. numbt1

••I
10I·c

1 • I • • , , • • f' H 1'2t2 14 I' • ,f ,t It 20 It 12 2S 24 11 •
Rul.n\llllbtr

"""'5 Deviationfrom the observed minimum project
Time, .

'"

Figure 7 Average deviation from the observed
minimum project duration for complexity
class (5-15),

""

I,~

A1N APRD ARU ASE ARUSE AWTO ATRIT

OOld Rules (1·11) I• New Rules (12·26)

It

I'"
~ "
It I.i.

, • I • , • , • • tt •• tt tJ t. U 11 1J ., It • ,. It IS " n ,.
Rill. number

6 Averagemeasures of perfonnance criteria. Figure 8 Average deviation from the observed
minimum project duration for complexity
class (15-25).
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Figure 9 Average deviation from the observed
minimum project duration for complexity
class (25-35).

Figure 13 Rule efficiency ratio for complexity class
(5-15).
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~gure 10 Average .. deviation from the observed
miniml'trh project duration for complexity
class (35-45).

Figure 14 Rule efficiency ratio for complexity class
(15- 25).
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Figure 11

•

Average deviation from the observed
minimum project duration for complexity
class (35-55). Figure 15 Rule efficiency ratio for complexity class

(25- 35). .
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Figure ~2 Average deviation from the observed
minimum project duration for complexity
class (>55).

Figure 16 Rule efficiency ratio for complexity class
(35- 45).
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recommended for the decision maker to
increase or decrease his or her execution
available resource level to achieve the
best schedule.

3. Four new heuristics in addition to eleven
combinations have been advised. The
advised heuristics provide better
achievements for all measuring
performance criteria under consideration
allover the whole projects where the new
heuristics achieved alone the best
schedule for 28% of projects under
consideration.

4. More promising achievements have been
gained for the new heuristics with
respect to projects complexity classes. In
this aspect, heuristics( 11, 13, and 20)
will perform the best for complexity class
5-15, heuristics (16,19,20, 24, and 26)
will perform the best for complexity class
15-25, heuristic (17) will perform the
best for complexity class 25-35,
heuristics (5, 20, 24, and 26) will
perform the best for complexity class 35
45, heuristics (11,22, and 23) will
perform the best for complexity class 45
55, and heuristics (13, 20,24, and 25)
will perform the best for complexity class
greater than 55.

-

T

Rule efficiency ratio for complexity class
(15- 25).

Rule efficiency ratio for complexity class
(> 55).

,

,.-It

"
tI,

,..

I"

".11

Ifgure 18

"JUre 11

CONCLUSION
Theresearch reported in the current work
demonstrated a strategy for scheduling
single constrained resource problem. The
best schedule that provides minimum
completion date and maximum resource
utilization has been achieved for all the
projects under consideration. The results,
discussion, and analysis for the final
configurationof the suggested methodology
indicatethe followingconclusions:
1. A new measure for project complexity

has been introduced. This measure
includes all project parameters and
providesmore sensitivity in evaluation of
projectcomplexity.

2. A new measure for scheduling
performance has been developed. This
measure is used to determine the
optimum constraint resource level for
scheduling process. This measure is
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